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From one of the world's foremost spiritual leaders, an inspiring audiobook that provides young

adults and their parents with a game plan for leading a better life. This inspiring, upbeat,

life-affirming book shows teenagers and their families how to navigate through the moral minefields

of contemporary life and how to truly enjoy the opportunities and blessings that the modern world

has to offer. Drawing upon his faith as well as his personal experience, Gordon B. Hinckley provides

his readers with a game plan for discovering and embracing the things in life that are valuable and

worthwhile. He shows how our lives are shaped by the decisions we make every day about

personal behavior, and he shows how to make the right decisions with the help of nine guiding

principles. With its vivid anecdotes, invaluable precepts, and timeless wisdom, Way to Be! will be a

source of both inspiration and practical advice for young people everywhere who want to lead

better, fuller, more satisfying lives.
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This book is very simple and it's a quick read (you can finish it in an afternoon). It's also fun and

inspires without being preachy or using guilt. The heartfelt suggestions encourage one to simply be

a better person and the themes are memorable. It's worth your time.

This book is geared towards the youth and teenagers, and is a companion volume to President

Hinckley's "Standing For Something." So don't expect the King Follet Discourse when you read this

book. Instead expect straight talk and simple language about what the youth can do about



improving the world.I found this book to be refreshing in that it focuses on the way youth need to be,

and what they can do to themselves to improve. It doesn't advocate the type of "Superman"

activism, where people go off to other lands for a certain amount of time and solve everyone else's

problems. Nor does the book rely on political-governmental solutions to the world's problems.

Instead, President Hinckley suggests nine habits, or virtues, that the youth can incorporate in their

lives to help change themselves.This is a quiet book. It doesn't advocate a new government

bureaucracy, or tax cut to solve the problems the youth are facing. It suggests the simple and soft

things we can do to make a difference. Much like the three servings of leaven that filled the whole

loaf.

Although this little book is aimed at teenagers, I have found its down-to-earth advice a kind of

compass for finding happiness in a noisy and distracting world. I'd recommend it for young and old

alike.Edward A. Smith, MD, MPHAssistant Research ProfessorUniverstiy of Arizona College of

Medicine

This is the perfect book for our family with 15 grandchildren. We gave a copy to every one of them

and it is referred to daily. What wonderful direction for youth (and adults) in a very confusing world.

Thanks to Gordon B. Hinckley. dd

In a world of uncertainty and fear Gordon B. Hinckley has written a marvelous work that provides us

with a simple yet highly effective pattern of living that provides each of us an opportunity for a truly

happy and fulfilling life.Be Grateful.Be Smart.Be Clean.Be True.Be Humble.Be Prayerful.Be

Involved.Be Positive.Be Still.Simple, thought provoking, inspiring. Everyone who reads this soon to

be classic will be a better person for it.

I believe that the purpose of this book is to break the bad habbits that every single christian had

adoptded and the negative infuences we've been absorving.I think that this book was made simple,

so that it would be very easy to read, understand, use and remember the "BE's".It does not anti with

anything, it's just conservative with what is believed to be true!It's inspiring that would help anyone

who reads to envision grabbing your dreams and on how lucky we are to be in this generation with

full of opportunities.Every chapter gives wisdom WHY do we have to BE; Grateful, Smart, Involve,

Clean, True, Positive, Humble, Still and Prayerful.



Just finished reading "Way to Be!" A must for preteens and teens. Can be read quickly or studied

together. This book can help instill values society needs, one teenage reader at a time. Also great

for parents, grandparents and teachers of teenagers.Be Grateful, Be Smart, Be Involved, Be Clean,

Be True, Be Positive, Be Humble, Be Still, and Be Prayerful.

I got this book from my uncle. When i started reading this book i though this will be like a rule book.

boy was i WRONG! This book helped me wil my problems in life, big and small. It's got helpful tips,

storys to go with each be, and experiances of Gordon B. Hinckley.Every one should read it. HEY It's

also by the Prophet.
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